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Abstract
Many companies over the years have been working with enhancing the visual effect of monitors
and television with 3D glasses and such. There is a new form of 3D viewing right now; Spatial
View is the one I know most about. Their technology includes a barrier panel technology which
aligns the right and left eye simultaneously giving the person looking at the monitor a 3D
viewing. Spatial View has developed an API that can be easily included in games and rendering
applications to enable this 3D visualization and this thesis is about the computer performance
cost. The API works in such a way that it takes 5 images of the current scene the camera is
looking at in the game or rendering application and interlace them together to produce 1 image
to be displayed on screen. Combining this with the monitor technique gives the visual effect.
The 5 different camera angles that are produced can be a strain on the performance, meaning
that the rendering API in this case Direct3D 9.0c has to render everything 5 times each frame.
This can slow down the frame rate of the game, which is very important for the game to run
smoothly. This thesis main focus is to understand the correlation between the number of
camera angles and rendering time for Direct3D 9.0c, is it linear or exponential.
By having access to Spatial View’s Direct3D 9.0c API, I was able to construct a test application
which could answer the hypothesis. Six tests were used to investigate this with different
numbers of camera angle to see the impact on rendering time. Using one, two and five camera
angles for the test with large cubes (big enough to almost cover the screen) and small cubes
(almost small enough to not see).
After seeing the rendering time and understanding the API from Spatial View’s, a theory about
reducing the rendering time arose. This theory will be explained throughout the thesis and
discussed; it includes using Direct3D 10.0 with geometry instancing.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
This is the introduction chapter where background information about the topic at hand will be
introduced and explained in short. Methodology and delimitations regarding my thesis will be
presented as well.

1.1 Background
The work is based on 3D display system from the company Spatial View, where they take 5
camera angles and blend together as one for a 3D experience. Using their LCD monitor, which
is based on barrier panel technology that aligns the left and right eye images simultaneously
[SpatialView], giving a 3D viewing without using 3D-glasses. Spatial View uses complex
interlacing algorithms to blend the 5 images correctly for the process and as far as I know uses
only OpenGL and Direct3D 9.0c. With these API called SVILace1 that Spatial View has
developed using OpenGL and Direct3D 9.0c, their API can simple be included and enabled
when developing a game and get the 3D viewing it offers. See [Appendix C] for a more detailed
picture of the process of one scene with 5 different camera angles (5 images) and the SVILace
processing them into one 3D ready image.
Instead of using 1 camera pointing at the scene the usage of 5 cameras are used to produce
these 5 images. At 5 different camera angles, 2 are shifted to the right and 2 are shifted to the
left from the main view of the scene which is the last images. All these images are rendered to
different texture surface so that Spatial View’s API can interlace them together by comparing
each pixel of the 5 images. Each pixel in a texture has sub pixel (red, green, blue) which the
interlacing algorithm picks one sub pixel from 3 of the 5 different texture surfaces for each pixel
in the complete 3D images. How the algorithm picks which sub pixel is taken from which texture
is only known by the programmers at Spatial View. If this 3D image is displayed using a normal
LCD/CRT monitor then the image will only look blurred. By using Spatial View’s monitors (which
has the barrier panel technology) each pixel is correctly displayed depending on where a person
sits and looks at the screen, creating 2 screen images which are aligned to the right and left
eye. This process creates the visual 3D effect but only if a person can use both of their eyes
otherwise it would not work.
The 3D display system is a new direction in visualization from a flat 2D image on a monitor to a
3D image coming out of the monitor. This can be referenced to how television has gone from
black and white to color and now to hi-definition television in the visualization. A logical step is to
go forward to 3D images which Spatial View’s API and monitor(s)/television(s) support.
While 3D viewing is a futuristic topic it comes at a price, at multi-user viewing the 3D scene has
to be rendered 5 times each frame and that can be high performance cost for the computer.
Here is where the thesis begins, to investigate the correlation between the numbers of rendered
scenes using different camera angles to the computers performance cost, more about that in
chapter 3. After discovering the correlations there will be a discussion on options for reducing
the performance cost and possibly make it more viable to use in high-performance games which
will be in chapter 2.
1

Spatial View interlacing
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1.2 Methodology
Main focus of the work is to examine the correlations between the computers performance cost
and the numbers of rendered scenes with different camera angles. Using a test application for
this was a logical solution and by testing with different numbers of camera angles and objects in
the scene a conclusion could be drawn.
The test application was stripped of any unnecessary code to avoid unwanted factors and the
measurements is constrained to recording the time it takes to render the scene. Loading of
objects and such has been excluded from the measurement because it has no impact on the
hypothesis. The string of tests will be presented and discussed in chapter 3.

A theory about using geometry instancing with Direct3D 10.0 to improve the rendering time
arose after understanding the SVILace process. Reverse engineering the SVILace algorithm
was the only possible way to try this theory out but was abandon halfway through because of
time constraint and complexity. Discussion about the theory can be read in chapter 3 and more
about the reverse engineer of SVILace algorithm can be found at appendix B.

1.3 Hypothesis


The performance impact is linear dependent on the number of rendering angles.

The hypothesis is derived from information provided by a Spatial View contact, where he
speculated that if you would to draw the relationship between the amount of rendering angles
and rendering time in a diagram you would get a linear curve.

1.4 Delimitations
The test application is covered in chapter 2 and will describe the techniques implemented in
more detail. Direct3D 9.0c SVILace API is implemented in the test application and with a fixed
function pipeline. This excludes OpenGL SVILace API from being covered and information
about Direct3D 10.0 will be discussed in chapter 2. The usage of instancing objects including
batching in the test application and using a programmable pipeline has been excluded to
simplify the work, but could be used in future work.
Basic knowledge of 3D programming with Direct3D 9.0c or Direct3D 10.0 and some linear
algebra is necessary to fully comprehend this thesis. Term knowledge regarding instancing and
Direct3D pipeline is also required to understand chapter 2.

1.5 Acknowledgements
I would like to give my thanks to Paul Curley at Spatial View for giving me the opportunity to do
this thesis and for being there whenever I needed information about the 3D Display System. I
would also like to thank my university advisor Stefan Petersson for his thinking in processing my
thesis and criticize in making it better. Also helping with any implementation and testing problem
that would arise.
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Chapter 2 – 3D Prerequisites
This chapter explains how the 3D camera works and is used in games and programs with some
details (more can be read in [Luna06]). Also explained here is the rendering pipeline used in
Direct3D 9.0c and Direct3D 10.0 as well as instancing which will have a lot of impact on my
discussion and conclusion in chapter 4.

2.1 Camera
The camera in 3D programs and games are built up by a view matrix and a projection matrix,
which makes it possible to put objects from world space into the homogenous clip space and
have it projected on screen. All objects have a local space (space relative to itself) and the
objects if present in the world is then located in world space (relative to the world’s origin)
[Luna06].

[Figure 2.1 Local space [Space] ]

Each object in the world is taken and applied the view and projection matrix, moving them to the
camera and projecting them correctly. Then clipping away all objects not present in the cameras
own space leaving us with the image we see on the screen [Luna06].

[Figure 2.2 World space transformation [Space] ]
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[Figure 2.3 Projection space transformation [Space] ]

This is done every frame of the application to present the game on screen. The image from this
procedure is the one used by the SVILace to make the 3D viewing, though to make it a gaming
experience SVILace has to interlace 5 images with a minimal different in camera position [See
Appendix C].
2.1.1 Z-Buffer
Both Z testing and writing is turned off in the test application, which means that every pixel of an
object that the camera sees will be processed even if it is blocked by another object. This leaves
it so that both the vertex, pixel process has an equal amount of work. If Z test and write would
be enabled, then vertex would process all vertices currently in the camera space but pixel would
only process the object actually seen by the camera which would be less of work. Which in turn
would be a speed up algorithm used in my test application and I’ve turned off all speed up
algorithm used to get a clean test.
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2.2 Pipelines
The pipelines main function is to render a two-dimensional image, given it a virtual view of the
scene which has three-dimensional objects, light sources, textures and more. This is the
underlying tool for real-time rendering as games and graphical application. The objects locations
and shapes in the two-dimensional image are determined by the placement of the camera (view
matrix and projection matrix) and their geometry. [Real-Time Rendering]
When talking about Direct3D 10.0 with instancing in chapter 2.3, programmable pipeline is used
which is one of two types of pipeline methods used in modifying the graphic output.
Programmable pipeline is also known as shader(s) and with these it is possible to manipulate
the transformation pipeline and introduce self coded algorithms to improve performance using
either High Level Shading Language (HLSL) or assembly (not possible in Direct3D 10.0) [Nexe].
There are different shader model versions, Direct3D 9.0c has version 1-3 and Direct3D 10.0 has
2-4. With shader model 1-3 you have vertex shader (which processes each vertex), pixel shader
(which processes each pixel). Shader model 4 has geometry shader as well as vertex, pixel
shader.

[Figure 2.5 Programmable Pipeline with shader model 1-3]

[Figure 2.6 Programmable Pipeline with shader model 4]
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The second method is fixed function pipeline (FFP) which the test application uses. This means
that the device takes care of the transformation pipeline and provides a few algorithms. The
algorithms can be set or modified with factors but self coded algorithms cannot be added to the
process there for FFP [Nexe].

[Figure 2.4 Fixed Function Pipeline from [Microsoft] ]
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2.3 Instancing
Instancing is creating an object of specific type which can be accessed by other objects or
classes without creating a new one in the process. Instancing can be used to draw hundreds of
trees without creating hundreds of trees with different positions by creating a tree object and
drawing it in different locations with different animations/textures. This would save on memory
usage if the goal was to draw a lot of object of the same type and instead of creating each
object separately, you would use instancing of that object.
Last paragraph explained standard instancing of an object which saves on computer memory
(RAM2) and CPU power and next comes the explanation of geometry instancing in Direct3D
9.0c. With Direct3D 9.0c it is possible to save on memory bandwidth between the CPU3 and the
GPU4 as well as saving on graphical card memory, by saving the object on the graphical card’s
memory. This is because you render the same object multiple times in a scene at once [Wiki
Instancing]. Because that the submitting of triangles to the GPU for rendering is a relatively slow
operation in Direct3D API’s, then a single batch call to Direct3D API’s with rendering of the
same triangles multiple times would be more efficient [GPU Gems].
Direct3D 10.0 instancing is similar to Direc3D 9.0c instancing but with the different that it is
possible to actually change the objects position, rotation and scaling without sending over the
vertices to the GPU again. This is possible with the geometry shader which was introduced in
shader model 4 in Direct3D 10.0. The geometry shader allows the modification of vertices,
creating vertices [Geometry Shader]. This combined with instancing makes it possible to alter
the object completely which is saved on the graphic card’s memory. All this can possibly make
the process of rendering many objects much faster [Programmers heaven] because the
bottleneck is moved from the bandwidth between the CPU and GPU to other possible areas of
the pipeline as the pixel shader, vertex shader or the application itself.
Direct3D 10.0 has the option of using a cloning factory which enables the application to render
the same object multiple times in many different places without the need to update the world
matrix for each object on the CPU [Programmers heaven]. By using Direct3D 10.0 with
instancing instead of Direct3D 9.0c with or without instancing have a lot of performance
benefits, because of a fundamentally altered graphical data flow and the possible to push more
data processing to GPU and a lot more [NVIDIA].

2

Random Access Memory
Central Processing Unit
4
Graphics Processing Unit
3
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Chapter 3 - Testing
This chapter is about the testing phase, where the hypothesis will be conformed or not. The
testing phase consists of 6 tests with results and detailed discussion of each and then a
summarize discussion of all tests together. It will even include general information of the test
setup as well as every tests specific setup.

3.1 Test Setup
With these tests it is possible to see where the performance issues arise. Measuring the time it
takes Direct3D to render 1, 2 or 5 camera angles to a texture as well as measuring the time it
takes SVILace these textures to one and present to screen.
The tests consisted of two different sized cubes and three different amounts of camera angles
which in total became six tests. Each test has read and write to z-buffer disabled and there is no
algorithm implemented to speed up the rendering process in any way in the source code. All
tests are run in windowed mode with a resolution of 512x512 and compiled and run in release5
mode. The resolution is set to 512x512 because of standard setting from SVILace but can be
changed. Though changing the resolution will most likely effect the result being that the pixel
process will have to perform more or less work (depending on increasing or decreasing the
resolution).
Test computer specification:
Component
OS
CPU
Graphic Card
Ram
Hard drive
DirectX
Development

Description
Windows Vista Ultimate(x64)
AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core 4600+ 2.41ghz
Gainward GeForce 8800GTX 768MB GDDR3
2GB, Corsair Value S. PC3200 DDR-DIMM 1024MB
Western Digital Caviar SE16 500GB SATA2 16MB 7200RPM
Microsoft DirectX (November 2007)
Visual Studio 2008 Professional
[Table 3.1 A table of the test computers specification]

The test application is compiled as 32bit but was run on a 64bit CPU / OS and this could have
some impact on the time as the operating system has to emulate 32bit to run it.
Two different cubes in the tests were used, large cube which takes up almost the full window
[see figure 3.x] and small cube which is barely visible [see figure 3.x]).The cubes are created
with the function D3DXCreateBox() from Direct3D’s API and has 24 vertices. Each test which is
either small or large cube with 1, 2 or 5 camera angles, starting at 0 cubes and ends at 5000
cubes. Every second the application adds 100 cubes to the scene which in turn is 2400 vertices
every second.

5

In release mode optimization is enabled which optimizes the code for the CPU
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[Figure 3.1 Large Cube]

[Figure 3.2 Small Cube]

The measurements of time it takes Direct3D to render these texture(s) and SVILace to interlace
these texture(s) to one is measured in milliseconds. The measured amount is taken directly
after each phase (Direct3D render and SVILace) and saved to memory (std::vector) as well as
how many vertices were present. After the completion of each test the information is printed to
three different files and everything is deleted from memory [see Appendix A]. The test
application is restarted between every testing.

3.2 Testing
Each of the six tests that were made will be presented in this chapter, with their separate
settings and diagram. A short discussion of result will follow each test and following all tests will
be a general discussion of the sum of all results.
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3.2.1 Test 1
 Test Settings
 Number of cubes: From 0 to 5000
 Number of vertices: From 0 to 120 000
 Cube size: Large
 Camera angles: 1
 Z-Test: disabled
 Z-Write: disabled

Milliseconds
350

Test 1

300
250
D3DTime
SVITime

200
150
100
50
0
0
0
0
2400
2400
2400
4800
4800
7200
7200
9600
12000
14400
16800
19200
21600
24000
26400
31200
36000
40800
45600
50400
57600
64800
72000
81600
88800
100800
112800

0

Vertices

[Diagram 3.1 shows the test result from test 1]

Discussion of test:
This test represents almost a standard game with a lot of objects, which is a large cube [Figure
3.1], using a fixed function pipeline because of the usage of 1 camera angle. D3DTime line is
climbing exponentially as more vertices are introduced and reaches a maximum of 300ms at
5000 cubes. This is a normal process when sending more data to the GPU and increasing its
workload. The SVITime line is the workload of the SVILace and it jumps between 0 and ~ 25-30
milliseconds which are not much compared to the Direct3D 9 rendering time.
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3.2.2 Test 2
 Test Settings
 Number of cubes: From 0 to 5000
 Number of vertices: From 0 to 120 000
 Cube size: Small
 Camera angles: 1
 Z-Test: disabled
 Z-Write: disabled
Milliseconds
350

Test 2

300
250
200
D3DTime

150

SVITime

100
50

0
0
0
0
2400
2400
2400
4800
4800
7200
7200
9600
12000
12000
14400
16800
19200
24000
26400
31200
33600
38400
45600
50400
57600
64800
72000
81600
88800
100800
112800

0

Vertices
[Diagram 3.2 shows the test result from test 2]

Discussion of test:
This test is similar to test 1 in almost every way except that it only draws a small cube [Figure
3.2]. As presented on the diagram, the D3DTime line climbs exponentially to a maximum of
300ms at 5000 cubes. SVITime line stands firm at 0-35ms throughout the test unaffected of the
amount of vertices.
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3.2.3 Test 3
 Test Settings
 Number of cubes: From 0 to 5000
 Number of vertices: From 0 to 120 000
 Cube size: Large
 Camera angles: 2
 Z-Test: disabled
 Z-Write: disabled

Milliseconds
700

Test 3

600
500
400

D3DTime

300

SVITime

200
100

0
0
0
0
2400
2400
2400
2400
4800
4800
7200
7200
9600
12000
14400
16800
19200
21600
26400
28800
33600
38400
45600
52800
60000
67200
76800
86400
98400
112800

0

Vertices

[Diagram 3.3 shows the test result from test 3]

Discussion of test:
This test considers using 2 camera angles and using SVILace to render it to the screen. The
D3DTime line climbs exponentially to approximate 600ms and SVITime line is stable within 035ms with a start off value of 250ms. This could be contributed to some loading time or initial
start up time to interlace two textures (as the test is using 2 camera angles).
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3.2.4 Test 4
 Test Settings
 Number of cubes: From 0 to 5000
 Number of vertices: From 0 to 120 000
 Cube size: Small
 Camera angles: 2
 Z-Test: disabled
 Z-Write: disabled
Milliseconds
700

Test 4

600
500
400
D3DTime

300

SVITime

200
100
0
0
0
0
2400
2400
2400
2400
4800
4800
7200
7200
9600
12000
14400
16800
19200
21600
26400
28800
33600
40800
45600
52800
60000
69600
79200
88800
98400
112800

0

Vertices
[Diagram 3.4 shows the test result from test 4]

Discussion of test:
Test 4 resembles previous test as it uses 2 camera angles as well but with the different of
rendering a small cube [Figure 3.2] instead of a large cube [Figure 3.1]. D3DTime line climbs
exponentially to around 600ms at peek vertices. SVITime line is steady at 0-35ms except for
start up where it goes up to about 270ms, which could be the initial process of using 2 camera
angles mode.
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3.2.5 Test 5
 Test Settings
 Number of cubes: From 0 to 5000
 Number of vertices: From 0 to 120 000
 Cube size: Large
 Camera angles: 5
 Z-Test: disabled
 Z-Write: disabled

Test 5

D3DTime
SVITime

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2400
2400
2400
4800
4800
7200
7200
9600
12000
16800
19200
24000
28800
33600
40800
50400
57600
67200
74400
91200
108000

Milliseconds
1800
1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

Vertices

[Diagram 3.5 shows the test result from test 5]

Discussion of test:
Using 5 camera angles to render the scene to screen seems to take a high amount of time, up
to 1600ms at maximum vertices. SVITime line has an initial startup time at approximate 260ms
which could be contributed to initializing the SVILace. Otherwise it’s stable at 0-35ms
throughout the test. D3DTime line arise to 1600ms at an exponentially rate.
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3.2.6 Test 6
 Test Settings
 Number of cubes: From 0 to 5000
 Number of vertices: From 0 to 120 000
 Cube size: Small
 Camera angles: 5
 Z-Test: disabled
 Z-Write: disabled
Milliseconds
1800
1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

Test 6

D3DTime

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2400
2400
2400
4800
4800
7200
7200
9600
12000
14400
19200
24000
28800
33600
40800
48000
57600
64800
74400
88800
105600

SVITime

Vertices
[Diagram 3.6 shows the test result from test 6]

Discussion of test:
An exponentially curve of D3DTime arise in this test to a peek of 1600ms at 5000 cubes added
to the scene. For this test, 5 camera angles are used and a small cube is render on screen,
which demands a high amount of time to complete. SVITime line has a steady line throughout
the test between 0-35ms but as it initialize has a value of approximate 270ms.
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3.2 Summary of test results
Each test corresponds with another, test 1 and 2 is entwined and only different is the cube size.
The same goes for test 3 and 4 as well as test 5 and 6. The reason for using two different cube
sizes, large and small, is to see if the pixel process of each frame could be a bottleneck. As
each corresponding test is almost identical the logical conclusion can be taken that the pixel
process is not a bottleneck and can be excluded.
Test 1 and 2 is similar to a game with 120 000 vertices render to screen using fixed function
pipeline without any speed up algorithms giving it a max peek at approximate 300ms per frame.
With some usage of speed up algorithms this could be improved and playable. At this test with
only one camera angle being used the SVILace has almost to none workload making it useable
for a game.
Test 3 and 4 uses two camera angles (which is single-user viewing mode and not optimal uses
for games) and peeks at 600ms per frame which is a bit high for game usage. The SVITime line
is almost as stable as previous test but has an initial peek value at 270ms per frame the first
second of start. This could possibly be a initializing of the SVILace for the two texture produced
with the two camera angles being used. A concrete way to answer this is to look at the code for
the SVILace which is closed source.
With test 5 and 6 the result show that with fixed function pipeline and no speed algorithm to
render the scene faster, it is impossible to use this multi-user viewing display system in games.
The bottleneck for this and all other tests are the rendering time for Direct3D to produce the
texture(s) by sending each object through the fixed function pipeline. The SVITime line seems to
be similar through all tests though test 1 and 2 do not have an initialize phase as the other.
As discussed a lot here in this chapter and others, using programmable pipeline with speedup
algorithms as well as enabling rasterizer states as Z-write and read would most likely shorten
the rendering time for Direct3D 9.0c. This could possibly make it useable in games to get the 3D
experience and more about possible ways to improve this will be reviewed in chapter 4.
By analyzing each test the obvious correlation is discovered; Test 1 and 2 run at 300ms at max
vertices, test 3 and 4 is at approximate 600ms and test 5, 6 are at 1500-1600ms. This all
corresponds with the amount of camera angles, 300ms multiplied with 1 camera angle, 300ms
multiplied with 2 camera angles and for the last tests 300ms multiplied with 5 camera angles.
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Chapter 4 – Discussion, Future work and Conclusions
In this chapter the thesis will be discussed and a conclusion will be presented. As the work on
the thesis progressed, a theory about how to possible improve the rendering time (as in
shortening it) arose. More about this theory will be discussed in 4.1 Discussion.

4.1 Discussion
As the focus of the thesis was to discovery any correlation between the number of rendering
angles and the time it took to render, it was only possible to discovery this through tests. By
analyzing and summarizing the tests the hypothesis could be finalized, read more about that in
chapter 3.
In chapter 3 the discussion of the tests were presented also what settings and each tests
results. After the discussion in 3.2 the conclusion can be drawn that because of Z-write and
read was disabled the size of the cube has no impact of the result, the pixel shader had the
same amount of work across all tests.
The correlation between 1, 2 and 5 angles was that the Direct3D 9.0c rendering time was
increased while the SVILace time was stable throughout all tests. All this was expected before
beginning the work of the thesis. The time it took Direct3D 9.0c to render the scene was not
expected, as it took almost 300ms to render 120 000 vertices with only one camera angle. This
could be the result of having to issue 5000 draw calls each frame to the GPU, which in turn
mean to transfer data 5000 times from the CPU to the GPU and this has a high performance
cost.
Though as this was consistent over all tests it has no relevance to the actual hypothesis, one
could argue that if only one cube was rendered with more vertices instead each second then
only one draw call would be made. This could have possibly sped up the process for the
Direct3D 9.0c rendering but the correlation of adding more number of camera angles would
most likely be the same.
Chapter 2 presents the fundamentals of the 3D camera and the graphical pipeline as well as
instancing throughout programming. This was necessary to explain to understand the tests and
to comprehend why a theory of using geometry instancing with Direct3D 10.0 would possibly
decrease rendering time.
The theory is that by using geometry instancing this can lower the rendering time it takes
Direct3D 10.0 to render to a texture by instancing all the object in the scene and a somewhat
around it. As that now is instanced and moved over to the GPU after the first rendering pass, it
is now possible to change the view and projection matrix without sending over all the objects
from the scene again for the other camera angles. This could possibly make the rendering time
between 1 and 5 numbers of camera angles almost identical though not conformed without
intense testing. If this was proven successful then using the 3D display system in future game
would be a very likely possibility.
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4.2 Future Work
As discussed a lot through the thesis, the usage of Diret3D 10.0 with geometry instancing could
improve the rendering time significantly. By reverse engineering Spatial View’s SVILace
algorithm and rewriting it for Direct3D 10.0, geometry instancing could be tested. A test
application with these features as well as batching and using shaders would be something that
could minimize the rendering time. As with using shaders would allow the usage of speedup
algorithms and using Z-write and read to lower CPU overhead. Batching with geometry shader
would lower the draw calls to the GPU whilst saving a lot of bandwidth with batching a lot of
object together into one draw call.

4.3 Conclusions
The hypothesis was derived from talking to Spatial View representative and talks with my
university advisor while getting to understand the process of their 3D display system. A theory
about how to improve the rendering time was also discovered while researching the topic if the
hypothesis was correct.
The test application worked as it should and produced a lot of data which was analyzed and the
conclusion I arrived at is that the hypothesis is confirmed when using Direc3D 9 with fixed
function pipeline. The rendering time was increased with the correlation of each camera angle,
doubling the rendering time at 2 camera angles and making it five times higher at 5 camera
angles.
The main issue for game performance is that with a lot of vertices the Direct3D 9.0c rendering
time is too long, an average of 30-60fps is preferred in today’s games. As that correlates to 3316 milliseconds between each frame and my test gave results of 5 times the standard value
when using 5 numbers of camera angles. For this to work in a game then it would have to be
optimized very well so the fps at one camera angle would be five times high then normal or the
use of some new technique so that adding more camera angles would not affect the rendering
time of Direct3D 10.0.
The result in this thesis is general to Direct3D 9.0c with a fixed function pipeline and further test
with a programmable pipeline on Direct3D 9.0c and 10.0 or OpenGL which could possible give
better result in rendering time.
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Appendix A – Test Application source code
This appendix will present partial source code from the test application used for all the tests.
Comments will be presents in the code and some explanation will follow sections of code.
//Rendering function, called each frame.
startd3dTick
= GetTickCount();
unsigned int camCount = IlaceD3D::getCameraCount(m_interlacer);
renderToTextures(camCount); // render each camera to a separate texture
d3dRenderTime = GetTickCount() - startd3dTick;
getDevice()->SetRenderTarget(0,m_pBackBuffer);
getDevice()->SetDepthStencilSurface(m_oldDepthSurface);
getDevice()->Clear(0,
NULL,
D3DCLEAR_TARGET | D3DCLEAR_ZBUFFER,
D3DCOLOR_XRGB(0, 0, 0),
1.0f,
0);
startsviTick = GetTickCount();

//if the SVILace exists, interlace all images to one and present.
if (m_interlacer)
{
IlaceD3D::setTextures(m_interlacer,&m_renderTextures[0], camCount);
IlaceD3D::render(m_interlacer);
getDevice()->Present(NULL,NULL,NULL,NULL);
}
sviRenderTime = GetTickCount() - startsviTick;
DWORD temp = GetTickCount() - startd3dTick;
if(TestStarted)
{
//save rendering time for Direct3D and interlacing time for SVI
d3dTimes.push_back(d3dRenderTime);
sviTimes.push_back(sviRenderTime);
//save the amount of cubes that where present in the scene
boxes.push_back(boxCounter);
calcTimer((int)temp);
}
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//render to texture function, loop through all textures and render all cubes to each.
for (std::size_t index=0; index<count ; ++index)
{
//set new render target
getDevice()->SetDepthStencilSurface(m_depthSurface);
getDevice()->SetRenderTarget(0, m_renderSurfaces[index]);
//set view matrix
getDevice()->SetTransform(D3DTS_VIEW ,&viewMatrix[index]);
//set projection matrix
if (alignment == SVI::AlignOffAxis)
{
getDevice()->SetTransform(D3DTS_PROJECTION,
&projectionMatrix[index]);
}
//clear texture
getDevice()->Clear(0,
NULL,
D3DCLEAR_TARGET | D3DCLEAR_ZBUFFER,
D3DCOLOR_XRGB(255, 255, 255),
1.0f,
0);
// draw your scene
getDevice()->BeginScene();
//loop throught how many cubes we got and draw them.
for(int i=0;i<boxCounter;++i)
{
DWORD numSubSets;
HRESULT r = m_teapotMesh->GetAttributeTable(NULL, &numSubSets);
for (DWORD i = 0; i < numSubSets; ++i)
{
r = m_boxMesh->DrawSubset(i);
}
}
getDevice()->EndScene();
}
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Appendix B – Reverse engineering of SVILace
A theory arose when reviewing how SVILace was implemented for Direct3D 9.0c and it was if
the usage of Direct3D 10.0 with geometry instancing using geometry shader, then a lower
rendering time could be possible. This would make this technique a more viable scenario to use
in games and would give more people the opportunity to experience this 3D display system.
To accomplish this, the source code for the SVILace had to be open to alter the Direc3D code
from 9.0c to 10.0 (which has a lot of changes) but as it is closed for copyright protection. The
alternative was to reverse engineer it by looking at each image from the different camera angles
and the finished product and comparing each pixel. Between each camera angle the cube that
was presented changed color and was saved to a texture so it could be used in an analyzer
application.

[Figure Appendix B.1 Analyzer application]

The analyzer application compared each pixel from the separate images to the final image.
Each pixel was compared at a sub pixel level (a pixel is built up by a red sub pixel, green sub
pixel and blue sub pixel). The result was printed to a text file where each sub pixel was
compared to the final image and given a value if it corresponded. This resulted in a big file with
a lot of numbers, the next logical step was to add the function to combine each pixels sub pixel
values from that file to create new images and see which one was right. This was abandon after
realizing that this would take too long and was reduces to just discussing the option of using
Direct3D 10.0 and geometry instancing.
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Appendix C – One screen image becomes a 3D ready image
Here is a more detailed image put together to show the process of one screen image (from
camera space) into five images (changing the position of the camera in each images) becoming
the 3D ready image. That final image can be displayed in 3D if using a SVI Monitor.

[Figure C.1 The process of the SVILace]
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